The paper proposes the application of fractional order controller in position tracking control of 2-link nonlinear robotic arm. The nonlinear system dynamics is linearized using inverse dynamics of the model and fractional order PID controller is designed to deal with remaining tracking errors. The optimal values of controller parameters are calculated using Nelder-Mead optimization technique based on desired design criteria. The objective function is designed using weighted sum approach on each performance specification based on transient domain parameters. It can be seen from simulation results that fractional order controller together with computed torque controller improved tracking performance of proposed system as compared to PID controller used in the outer loop. Moreover, the robustness of proposed scheme is checked by applying the disturbance signal at control input channels of 2-link nonlinear robotic arm links.
INTRODUCTION
Robotic arms are widely used in various industries like process industries, medical fields, nuclear plants to name a few [1] to perform several tasks like picking and placing, paint spraying, welding, material deposition for 3D printing, calligraphy and so on. All such applications require the end effector of the robotic arm to achieve precise level of positioning, faster response and robust behavior in the presence of external disturbance and varying load conditions. There are coupled nonlinearities (friction, backlash due to mechanical transmission) and time-varying dynamics in robotic manipulator system that can cause big tracking error especially when fast position tracking is required. Moreover, the parameters of both mechanical parts and actuating systems have uncertainty, which also contributes in its complexity. Therefore, the control of robotic arm has always been the research area because of its complex nature.
Many control algorithms have been designed to address these issues such as optimal control [2] , model predictive control [3] , robust neural control [4] , neural network control with state and output feedback [5] , neural network based robust H ∞ controller for manipulators with uncertainties [6] , robust fuzzy controller with parametric uncertainties and external disturbances [7] , adaptive fuzzy sliding mode controller has been designed for different burden conditions and in the presence of dynamic uncertainties [8] , variable structure control i.e., sliding mode control [9] , com- puted torque control (CTC) with fuzzy controller [10] , and so on. Although many nonlinear control methods exist for robotic manipulators position control but PID controller still gets wide acceptance because of ease of design, simplicity of control structure, and variety of tuning schemes, and also better performance in the presence of external disturbances and model uncertainties i.e., fuzzy PID controller designed for a manipulator in case of uncertainties [11] , particle swarm optimization tuned-PID controller [12] to name a few. PID controllers find an extensive use in other industries too. A survey was carried out by Japan Electric Measuring Instrument Manufacturer's Association in 1989 for the state of process control systems [13] , and it was found out that more than 90 percent of the control loops were PID type. Although PID controllers are good choice for robotic manipulators as introduced above, but they have limitations, i.e., they are good in slow motions, controller performance degrades in case of high speed requirements [10] . The above-mentioned control strategies applied to the complex and practical control problem of robotic manipulator show worthwhile results. But the traditional schemes cannot be ignored, among them computer torque control shortly named as CTC [14] is widely used scheme for the robotic system due to its easy design and good performance. CTC requires the perfect model of the robotic manipulator to linearize [10] or decouple the system dynamics so that each joint can be controlled individually using well-recognized control strategies. It seems that CTC control is sometimes applied, unless that in the scheme proposed by [14] , without a feedback to compensate model errors; but a perfect model including all friction effects is never possible in practice, therefore all CTC methods have a closed loop correction, not only the one proposed in [14] and [15] .
FRACTIONAL ORDER BASED COMPUTED TORQUE CONTROL OF 2-LINK ROBOTIC ARM
In recent years, fractional order modeling and control of nonlinear systems have got great attention in control system applications. Fractional order PID (FOPID) controller has been used extensively in control of nonlinear systems. The availability of more adjustable parameters theoretically makes FOPID controller more effective as compared to the classical PID controller. Better robustness is achieved in terms of system parameters, controller parameters and external load conditions using FOPID controller. It is thus suitable for robotic arm position control problem due to the inherent nonlinearities and mechanical linkage in these that lead the output undergoing large settling time and steady-state error. This paper proposes a hybrid strategy that combines fractional order controller with traditional CTC that not only improve the dynamical behavior of system subject to the disturbance and other modeling error but also achieve the precise tracking of end effector of the robotic manipulator.
To justify the dominant performance of FOPID controller as compared to PID controller, a brief survey is carried out. In case of SISO systems, FOPID has been applied for the DC motor speed control in [16] , controlling the bioreactor system [17] , backlash vibration suppression control for the torsional system [18] , and electro-hydraulic servo system (EHSS) position tracking control [19] . For MIMO systems, FOPID controller has also been successfully applied in [20, 21, 22] . It can be seen from these applications that performance of controller entirely depends on finetuning of controller parameter. The tuning of the parameters depends upon the optimization technique, fitness function and search space dimension. So an appropriate tuning algorithm is required to be chosen to find the most suitable parameters. There are numerous tuning algorithms, which differ in terms of convergence speed. In [20] , Nelder-mead is shown better than PSO as it is a geometric algorithm and provides faster convergence. So, this method is chosen in this paper.
In robotic manipulator systems, fractional order controller has been applied to hexapod robot having viscous friction and flexibility at the joints in the legs in [23] . The controller is validated experimentally and it was concluded that fractionalorder PD α controller gives better robustness as compared to an integer-order PD algorithm. Not only the PD α scheme is possible instead of PD, but other fractional order controls are also possible, such as the PD 1/2 controller designed in [24] . FOPID controller is designed in [25] for robotic manipulator based on the linear time invariant model of system and the parameters are tuned using optimization techniques. Simulation results show better performance than integer order PID controller. Moreover, in [26, 27, 28] fractional PID controller with output feedback has been used for robotic manipulators and their robustness has been verified.
The main contribution of this paper is the design of novel control strategy to improve the tracking performance of robotic manipulator in which CTC together with fractional order PID controller is designed in two loops. The first loop is an inner loop that consists of inverse dynamics of the robotic arm in feed forward path with the system. The second one is an outer loop, which is optimally tuned fractional order PID controller and its performance is compared with integer order PID controller. The nonlinear dynamics of system is formulated using Lagrange-Euler method. Moreover, the parameters of both controllers (CTC-FOPID and CTC-PID) are tuned using Nelder-Mead optimization technique based on the desired performance index and their performances are compared in the end based on transient domain parameters.
The rest of paper has been organized in following way. In section 2, robotic model and its nonlinear state-space model and dynamic model are presented. Section 3 describes the detailed control strategy. In section 4, the optimization technique used to tune the five parameters of fractional-order PID controller is described. In section 5, FOPID controller design parameters and performance parameters are given and in the end, simulation results are shown. Finally, in section 6 conclusion is given.
PRELIMINARIES Stability Condition of Fractional order System
The BIBO (bounded input-bounded output) stability criteria for a commensurate-order transfer function T f (s) is given by Matignon's stability theorem described as under:
Theorem 1 (Matignon's stability theorem) [29] : Fractional order transfer function
is said to be stable if and only if the given condition is satisfied in ρ -plane:
where q represents fractional commensurate order. When σ =0 is a single root of D(ρ), the system can't be stable. Fig. 1 represents the condition in the graphical form
NONLINEAR MODEL OF ROBOTIC ARM
The industrial robot used in this paper is 2-R planar robot mentioned in [30] and its nonlinear model is given in equation (1) . Dynamics of used robotic arm is shown in Fig. 2 below [31] . Here θ The physical parameters of the robotic arm are shown in Table 1 below.
Considering the system model mentioned in equation (1), the mass matrix can be extracted as = [ 11 12 21 22 ]
Defining a vector of generalized coordinates:
leads to a second-order nonlinear differential equation 
and ̅ = ( 21 11 ) ( 1 − 11 − 11 − 11 )
CONTROL SCHEME
In this paper, the proposed control design comprises of two loops. The inner loop is inverse dynamics loop in feedforward path to linearize the model and the outer loop contains FOPID controller which removes the remaining modeling errors and uncertainties. The block diagram representation of overall control strategy is shown in Fig. 3 . The proposed technique is compared with an already existing technique that used PID controller in the outer loop with CTC to achieve the desired performance. The proposed control system is designed with the consideration of the improvement in the transient domain parameters, increase in the range of operating frequency and disturbance rejection ability. Since the FOPID controller has five tuning parameters that are two additional parameters i.e., Derivative fractional power (μ) and Integral fractional power (λ) as compared to conventional PID controller so it provides more adjustable time and frequency responses allowing fulfillment of better as well as robust performance. Moreover, in order to achieve full benefits of FOPID controller, optimal tuning of controller parameters according to well design performance criteria is necessary. In this paper, Nelder-Mead optimization [32] technique is employed to tune both PID and FOPID controller. In this work, a design criterion is formulated using weighted sum approach that includes transient domain performance specifications i.e. overshoot (σe ) , settling time (T s ) and integrated absolute error (IAE). The performance criteria P(s) is considered by allocating the weights to above given factors as 
In Fig. 3 , N(θ, θ') = B (θ, θ') + g(θ) + V(θ').
Computed Torque Controller
CTC belongs to inverse dynamic control class of controllers. The principle of this controller is that inverse dynamics of the nonlinear system is cascaded with the system itself such that the overall system approaches a unity gain. The inverse of the nonlinear system is not perfect in practice so, in order to compensate the remaining modeling errors and reduce the effect of external disturbance, an output feedback loop is required. Hence, it can be said that CTC has a PD/PID controller in the outer loop plus a feedback linearizing controller in the internal loop. In this work, in comparison to conventional CTC, the outer PID controller has been replaced by fractional order PID controller. This replacement provides additional robustness and inhibits errors more efficiently. The new input control laws are expressed by the following equations: 
Here K p1 , K d1 and K i1 are proportional, derivative and integral gains for the position errors of link-1 and μ 1 and λ 1 represent the fractional power of the derivative and integral for link-1 error terms. Similarly, K p2 , K d2 and K i2 represent proportional, derivative and integral gains for the position errors of link-2 and μ 2 and λ 2 represent the fractional power of the derivative and integral for link-2 error terms respectively. Subscript d represents the desired value in equation (11) and equation (12) .
Fractional order PID controller
The advancement in the computational power made the fractional order modeling and fractional order control systems implementation much easier. Fractional order control can achieve the clear-cut design of robust control systems. In the future, fractional order models and controllers are expected to take place of integer order controllers in industries, and other areas due to the advancements in dealing of the computational complexity and methods and tools developed to approximate the solutions of fractional calculus.
Oustaloup ( From equation (9), it can be seen that FOPID controller as compared to simple PID controller (three controllable parameters i.e., Proportional gain (K p ), Derivative gain (K d ), Integral gain (K i ) has two more controllable parameters i.e., Derivative fractional power (μ) and Integral fractional power (λ). It can be easily observed that due to the advent of two more parameters i.e., μ and λ numerous choices are available for the development of controller (continuously defined on the (μ-λ)-plane) shown in Table 2 . FOPID controller is represented in block diagram in Fig. 4 While applying FOPID controller, two problems are critical. One is approximation of the model or model realization and the other is the tuning of the controller parameters. Model approximation mainly involves two techniques. One of them is interpolation technique and the other one is curve fitting such as Oustaloup filter [33] . The tuning problem of the controller parameters is actually more critical than the first one. Controller parameters tuning can be termed as an optimization process for which controller response form, setpoint and process variable error can be termed as the performance criteria [19] . Normally, the tuning of PID parameters involves the set-point following problem or the load disturbance rejection task, whereas in some circumstances both of them have the key significance. While tuning, the control effort is also of crucial importance as it defines the final cost of the product and the wear and life-span of the actuator. Therefore, control effort is highly desirable to be kept at a minimum level. Moreover, the issue of robustness also needs to be taken into account [34] . Hence, some efficient optimization technique is highly desirable which can give the most accurate tuning parameters in accordance with the desired specification.
In this paper, to control the position of the 2-link robotic arm, a FOPID controller is designed. The FOPID controller parameters tuning is done using Nelder-Mead (N-M) optimization algorithm. Based on the criteria given in (6), the fitness function is designed.
OPTIMIZATION TECHNIQUE FOR PARAMETER TUNING
This section explains briefly the optimization algorithm used in this paper i.e., Nelder-Mead algorithm. This optimization algorithm is used in this paper for the tuning of the parameters of FOPID and PID controllers. Based on the performance index defined in equation (6), the objective function is minimized such that closed-loop system is internally stable.
Nelder-Mead tuning is chosen for the robotic arm because it provides faster convergence as compared to other optimization techniques i.e., PSO technique [20] .
Nelder-Mead (N-M) optimization algorithm
Nelder-Mead optimization [35] method belongs to the general class of direct search methods. N-M optimization finds the local minima using a simplex-based algorithm. This method is well recognized for parameter optimization because of computation simplicity. This method resembles closely to particle swarm optimization (PSO) and differential evolution (DE) [36] . The 
pattern search approach is applied in this method using n + 1 dimensional shape. Moreover, for this method the derivative information is not required to minimize the function of n variables, making it suitable for nonsmooth function problems. The search done using Nelder-Mead algorithm is a geometric operation which includes replacing one vertex of simplex by its reflected image, expanding, contracting, and shrinking of the simplex. Nelder-Mead algorithm requires a continuous search space same way as the original versions of DE and PSO, and the points in space are represented as vectors of real numbers [37] . Nelder-Mead technique has already been applied for the tuning of the PID controller parameters applied for the position tracking control of EHSS [38] , [20] . Better and fast tracking performance is achieved as seen from the simulation results in comparison to selftuning fuzzy approach. Fig. 5 represents the block diagram representation of for N-M search in a compact way.
In this paper, FOPID controller K p , K i , K d, μ and λ parameters are tuned using the NelderMead optimization technique. The tool is discussed in detail in [39] for the identification of these parameters using N-M technique. The fitness function is given by performance criteria provided in equation (6) .
FOPID CONTROLLER DESIGN AND NONLINEAR MODEL SIMULATIONS
This section has been divided into two parts. In the first part the design parameters and performance parameters of FOPID controllers are given and in the second part, simulation results are given for the tracking of different reference signals for the 2-link nonlinear robotic arm.
FOPID controller design
The FOPID controller is designed to achieve precise tracking control of 2-link robotic manipulator as it is shown in block diagram in Fig. 3 . In order to tune the 5-dimensional search space, i.e. 5 FOPID parameters, Nelder-Mead optimization algorithm is designed to satisfy the constraints as follows: Settling time is set to 2s, rise time to 1s, percentage overshoot of more than 10% is not allowed and steady-state error is set below 0.1s respectively. In N-M algorithm, κ + 1 dimensional simplex is chosen, where κ = 5 for our case and represents the number of parameters to be used in optimization process. At the start, these FOPID controller parameters are set as K p = K i = K d = 1, μ = λ = 0.5. The values of weight functions mentioned in equation (6) are chosen as w 1 = w 2 = 0.6, w 3 = 1. The controller is analyzed and implemented using FOMCON toolbox designed for MATLAB [40] . It supports the simulation, optimization and realization of FOPID controllers via its built-in functions. The optimized parameter values for PID and FOPID controllers for link-1 and link-2 respectively are shown in Table 3 and 4. Table 5 and 6 compare the performance parameters of both controllers based on the objective function given in equation (6) .
The controller performance is tested by using the optimally tuned parameters in the closed-loop configuration of the system for various reference tracking signals. In the upcoming section, the simulation results are described for different cases.
Stability analysis
The closed-loop stability of the control scheme can be proved by assuming that CTC [20] drives the open loop gain to unity. However, practically there are incomplete cancellations of nonlinear terms (due to imperfectly known parameters or inevitable friction effects). By assuming ideal case, the transfer function of the FOPID controller plays the main role for the closed loop stability of the system. The equivalent open loop transfer function G p1 -eq of plant with CTC controller can be written as under
where: G p1 represents link-1 plant model and G p1 -inverse is plant inverse model.
The stability criteria mentioned in the preliminary part is considered to verify the stability. It can be inferred from Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 that both the closed loops are stable with commensurate order 0.1 as no poles exist in the red region as suggested by Matignon's stability criteria described before. Moreover, it can be also seen from [41] that fractional order controller combined with CTC has stable poles in a closed loop. Moreover, the controller with fractional power has more stability region as compared to integer order PID controllers.
Simulation results
In this section, the simulation results for different cases are shown when the FOPID controller is applied for the position control of the robotic arm. Nelder-Mead optimization technique has been used to optimize the tuning of the parameters for the controllers and in the end, the simulation results for different cases have been compared. In order to test the robust nature of the FOPID controllers designed, disturbance signal has been entered at the control input channel. Moreover, by applying different reference signals the tracking performance and the feasibility of the proposed controllers are tested. The shown simulation results are based on the nonlinear model of the robotic arm and the results are also compared with the conventional PID controller in order to verify the improvement and benefit of the proposed technique. The value of m 0 used for the simulation is 0.567kg.
Tracking Performance under
Step Input:
The tracking performance of the proposed controller in case of step reference input applied at input of both links is shown in Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 . The dominant performance of FOPID controller as compared to PID controller can be seen clearly. In Fig. 8 , the FOPID controller settles more quickly while PID controller possesses some overshoot. While in Fig. 9 , PID controller has more overshoot and large settling time as compared to FOPID controller. So it can be demonstrated that FOPID controller in cascade with CTC provide better tracking performance as compared to PID controller.
Analysis of Control Effort
A comparison is given in Fig. 10 and 11 for the control effort required for controlling the robotic arm link-1 and link-2 position using PID and FOPID controllers. The control efforts shown in the Fig. 10 and 11 are for a step response activated at time zero. It is evident from Fig. 10 and 11 that when robotic arm is controlled with FOPID controller it requires remarkably less control effort which is highly desirable criteria for the control of the robotic arm. It is also notable that the initial peak of control effort using the PID scheme is much higher than FOPID as the deriva- tive term of the PID is simulated with a two-steps derivative, while the fractional order derivative is implemented using a digital filter with a finite number of steps based on short-memory principle. So with a two-steps derivative, the initial peak of control effort is higher in case of step input, while with n-steps filter is smoother.
Tracking Performance with Sinusoidal Input
To check the performance of proposed scheme in finite frequency range, two sinusoidal signals of amplitude 1N and frequency 1Hz is applied to both links and tracking performance is compared with PID controller. It can be seen from the Fig. 12 and Fig. 13 , tracking performance is more improved with the proposed strategy as compared to PID controller.
Tracking Performance in the presence of External Disturbance
The tracking performance of nonlinear robotic arm in the existence of disturbance at the control input channel of the plant is shown in Fig. 14 and Fig. 15 . In order to show the robustness of the proposed scheme to disturbances, the disturbance has been introduced on the input channels of both links. The disturbance signal, in terms of pulses 0.1sin(θ 1 ) and 0.1sin(θ 2 ) are applied at both of the control input channels of the link-1 and link-2 of the robotic arm respectively. It can be easily seen from the output response in the simulation results that even in the presence of disturbance the proposed scheme i.e., FOPID controller has the ability to better track the system than the classical PID and achieves steady state in less time and also shows better inhibition of oscillations.
CONCLUSION
This paper offers a novel computed torque controller with the PID controller in the closed loop replaced by FOPID controller design for the accurate and efficient position control of a 2-link robotic arm. The performance of the controller has been evaluated for the transient and steady state performance criteria. The tuning of FOPID controller parameters is done online using the error using Nelder-Mead optimization algorithm and its comparison is shown with the PID controller also tuned with Nelder-Mead. The controllers are validated by applying them on the 2-link nonlinear robotic arm. The effectiveness and improvement can be verified by the simulation results of the FOPID controller tuned using Nelder-Mead technique as compared to NelderMead tuned classical PID controller. Moreover, the robustness of the technique is checked by applying the disturbance. Control effort required for the proposed FOPID controller is also considerably less as compared to classical PID. Performance parameters also indicate that the proposed technique gives quick response and offers better robust stability. 
